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This month
Welcome to our December newsletter. On 2 November we came together at 
Henfold for our AGM and officers reports, prize giving and examination 

certificates. Congratulations to all our successful BBKA students and class 
prizewinners, with particular congratulations to the Keast family for their success 

again this year. Here’s a pic of Trevor receiving the Composite cup for the 
largest number of points awarded for SBKA classes from SBKA chair and RBKA 
member, Bob Maurer. We will be taking our turn to host Surrey BKAs AGM for the 
first time at our wonderful Henfold pavilion, the envy of many of our fellow 
associates.  All members are welcome, subject to our 50 seat capacity, to sit in on 
this 144th  Surrey Beekeepers Association AGM on 3 December commencing 
1.30pm, including our own Dr Vince  Gallo presenting a talk on ‘Hexagons and the 
Wonder of Honey Comb’. 

A sigh of relief was heard from our BBKA Module 1 students  who sat their BBKA 

exam on 12 November. Well done on leading the way with continuous learning 

and inspiring others. Big thanks to Keith Mackie and Anna  Slade for their 

combined support with this important undertaking, and joining with Croydon BKA 

to make these study groups highly effective. One of my new year resolutions will 

be to return to the classroom and improve my bee knowledge in 2023.

Big thanks to all involved in ensuring our club continues to be a welcoming and 
energetic community, blessed with many knowledgeable members whose 
generosity to share their knowledge and time is much appreciated. In particular, a 
massive thank you but not only to our apiary managers Richard Ramsden, Karen 
and Simon Ford, Peter Scroggs and Mary Wynn, whose efforts ensure the club is 
supported with honey sales and training opportunities every year.

As we close out 2022 we are encouraging our members to donate as part of 

RBKA’s Annual Fund Raising effort for our chosen charity, Bees Abroad. Every 

little helps and with double matching from 29 Nov - 6 Dec, your generosity will 

have even more impact   > 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

   

Happy Beekeeping 

Sue Scates, Bee News editor

Photo credit : Richard Bradfield 

https://wp.me/p2VGpI-a8M


RBKA online
As always a wealth of chat topics were posted on the RBKA 

crew WhatsApp. An array of posts noting the continued 

predation by wasps due to the lack of frost so far this autumn. 

Preventative suggestions included a sheet of perspex or glass in 

front of the hive entrance. Alternatives included Keith’s hose 

pipe option or hanging a wet towel/hessian down the front of the 

hive. Take your pick. A further innovation that seems to be 

growing in popularity is clear perspex crown boards allowing a 

quick visual check of the brood without cracking the box open. 

Keith shared a few photos and I have same on my Hyde hive. I 

also saw quite a few being sold at NHS. One to try and helpful 

for a quick check with minimal disturbance.

Some discussion on feeding given the unusual weather and 

energy consumption. Many replies but consistent was need to 

heft hives regularly to get a sense of weight. Also helpful to 
check under hives (if OMF) to see capping debris to interpret 

what is happening inside the hive. Helpful discussion on a failed 

colony. Master beekeepers looked at photos provided and 

suggested Parasitic Mite syndrome but  without seeing the 
colony frames up close it’s impossible to be 100% accurate. 

Once again demonstrating the real value of  the knowledge 

accessible via the RBKA crew WhatsApp

  

Hello from  Sue Scates, BeeNews editor
With temperatures hitting 17 degrees C in mid November 
we saw our bees remaining active bringing in pollen and 
still flying on 26 Nov! I was able to remove the now empty 
supers that I’d had to leave on post harvest. I’d treated 
with apivar with those last supers on. I’ve marked the 
super and frames for hive use only and they will be first 
supers I  put back on next year and will leave them on as 
per this year. I hefted the hives and added mouse 
guards, topped up the insulation and blocked off the 
crown boards. They had finally taken the syrup just as it 
was time to remove the feeders!  Tidying up and flaming 
all season kit  was today’s job and stacking supers with a 
Maisemore feeder lid top and bottom to keep my super 
frames tower protected from wax moth (tip from Keith 
Mackie). I had put all the frames through the deep freeze. 

Turning back to bees, I was interested to read an article 
in BBKA News by Chris Morton,Bristol Beekeepers, 
about in depth hive monitoring using some smart tech 
probes which can provide a lot of intel on the health of 
the hive. Probably a level of detail one doesn’t need as a 
hobbyist beekeeper but would be fascinating.  Price did 
look prohibitive on Google but maybe something more in 
my budget will come to market. I’ve responded to 
BeeBase with my hive count. I go into winter with 4 full  + 

1 nuc. Fingers crossed for spring. And finally after two 
years as editor I’m passing the pen on to the safe hands 
of Annie Simpkins. Thanks to Annie for picking up the 
role temporarily (an open vacancy if interested) and for 

everyone’s inputs with particular thanks to my regular 
contributors.

 

 

 

Photo credit: Sue Scates



RBKA Module 3 study groups 

From : Keith Mackie, Study group co-ordinator

  
BBKA Module 3: Honeybee Pests, Disease & Poisoning - 

Winter Study Group

 
Don’t forget we started our Module 3 study group (a joint 

study group with Croydon BKA) on Tuesday 22 November 

at 8pm. The first week outlined the programme.  It’s not too 

late to join the WhatsApp group via the RBKA crew 

WhatsApp or by reaching out to Keith Mackie , study group 

co-ordinator.

Editor’s comment -  I joined the first session hosted by 

Croydon BKA  on Tuesday 22 Nov, along with a few other 

familiar RBKA faces. Tuesday was a kick off session for 

module 3 and broke the curriculum down into much more 

manageable chunks. 
If you don’t plan to take the exam (I won’t this year due to 

other commitments), it’s not a problem but the learning 

opportunity is tremendous and from Tuesday’s  zoom call 

it’s a great resource to tap into.

The flow chart opposite shows BBKA’s examinations and 

assessment offering. You can click here to see it  > 

 

 

 

https://www.bbka.org.uk/Handlers/Download.ashx?IDMF=ab918019-1bf6-4fdb-a7f9-ec2bc12f016a
https://www.bbka.org.uk/Handlers/Download.ashx?IDMF=ab918019-1bf6-4fdb-a7f9-ec2bc12f016a


RBKA officers and committee members
 

 

 

 Presentations and minutes  from the AGM and the  Reporting officers hosted at Henfold on  12 Nov 2022 are available 

here >      

The photos of the Officers and committee along with a host of other significant faces, will be displayed at Henfold for 

easy reference   

              

https://wp.me/p2VGpI-a9p


RBKA Winter programme  2022/23

Welcome happy

We will continue with our Monthly Wednesday evening meetings, by a combination of live 
events in the Pavilion and Zoom on-line gatherings. All remaining meetings will be on the 

first Wednesday of the month

NB. The Surrey AGM will be hosted at the Henfold pavilion on Saturday 3  December 

1.30pm to which RBKA members are invited, subject to seating availability on the day. 
Vince will be presenting a talk after the formal AGM business about ‘Hexagons & the 

Wonder of Honey Comb’. If you are not able to attend the Surrey AGM, Vince will deliver 
the same presentation at our club Winter meeting on 7 Dec (see below). AGM details 

available here > 

Richard Bradfield RBKA chair 

We have 16 beekeepers taking the basic assessment this year.  Following successful mock assessments in June, our 
students will take their actual assessments  on Saturday 9th & 16th July. Big thanks to Bob Maurer for conducting the 

mock examination and to Colin for arranging. And of course a big thanks to all the tutors involved this year.

As a reminder the pass mark for the basic is from 50%,  a credit is from 75% and a distinction is from 90%.    At RBKA 

we encourage all members to take the BBKA Basic assessment as an excellent foundation for your beekeeping and 

for those that wish , a great springboard to progress onto further modules. 

As a club, RBKA strongly encourages all members to take the basic assessment, please consider joining next year’s 

intake.   

 

Reminder of our winter programme ( note in person meeting in December and zoom from 

January through March )

• December Winter Meeting - Wednesday 7th - at Henfold: 7pm for a 7:30pm start to 9pm 

close.

      Presentation by Vince Gallo  - ‘Hexagons and the Wonder of the Wax Comb

• January Winter Meeting - Wednesday 4th - via Zoom:  7pm to ~ 8:30pm.

      Presentation on ‘Preparing for Honey Shows’ proposed

• February Winter Meeting - Wednesday 1st - via Zoom:  7pm to ~ 8:30pm.

      Presentation by Geoff Blay  - one for all of us , a presentation about safe lifting 

      techniques- Mind your Backs!

• March Winter Meeting - Wednesday 1st - via Zoom:  7pm to ~ 8:30pm.

      Open Discussion Forum -  Preparing for Summer.

https://wp.me/p2VGpI-a6f
https://wp.me/p2VGpI-a6f


Asian  Hornet Watch

Welcome happy

No apologies for repeating this page from  November as another confirmed sighting was 

reported  in Dover by a member of the public. Take a moment to download the 

government app so you have it to hand 

New app to report Asian hornet sightings  Asian Hornet Watch | Biological Records 

Centre (brc.ac.uk)

BBKA has created an Asian Hornet Online Assessment.  It is intended for members who 

wish to be part of and Asian Hornet Team that can verify an Asian Hornet.  Passing the 

assessment means that you will be insured in AHT activities.

However, if you do not want to be part of the team then it is still worthwhile taking the 

assessment to bring yourself up to date.

The link to the assessment (certificate/course /training -depending what you read) can be 

found via this link https://forms.gle/n98shtr3jPW8E7hf8 

Once you have completed your training you are eligible to be added to our Association’s 

insured team list.

Up to 15 members can have their association information placed on the AHT map, but 

only if you agree of course.

Thanks to Jim Wynn for sharing 

  

 

We have 16 beekeepers taking the basic assessment this year.  Following successful mock assessments in June, our 
students will take their actual assessments  on Saturday 9th & 16th July. Big thanks to Bob Maurer for conducting the 

mock examination and to Colin for arranging. And of course a big thanks to all the tutors involved this year.

As a reminder the pass mark for the basic is from 50%,  a credit is from 75% and a distinction is from 90%.    At RBKA 

we encourage all members to take the BBKA Basic assessment as an excellent foundation for your beekeeping and 

for those that wish , a great springboard to progress onto further modules. 

As a club, RBKA strongly encourages all members to take the basic assessment, please consider joining next year’s 

intake.   

 

With the ever increasing reports of Asian hornet sightings 

nearby this BBKA assessment is a very important piece of 

online learning relevant to all beekeepers  

https://forms.gle/n98shtr3jPW8E7hf8


UK BeeBase Hive count 2022

Welcome happy

2022 UK hive count

It is again time to update your BeeBase (National Bee Unit) records with the total number of overwintering hives as of 1st 

November 2022.

To complete this year’s hive count please click the link below which will take you to BeeBase. Once logged in, please answer 

the hive count questions displayed and then click the ‘Submit response’ button. It is as simple as that! 

Please update your records by 31st December 2022.

If you currently have no colonies, please update your BeeBase record to confirm this in question 1.

Please click this link to update your Hive 
Count.https://secure.fera.defra.gov.uk/beebase/login.cfm?relocate=/secure/beekeeper/hiveCensus.cfm

[Please note: your username to log in is not your email address]

Thanks to Keith Mackie for sharing 

  

 

We have 16 beekeepers taking the basic assessment this year.  Following successful mock assessments in June, our 
students will take their actual assessments  on Saturday 9th & 16th July. Big thanks to Bob Maurer for conducting the 

mock examination and to Colin for arranging. And of course a big thanks to all the tutors involved this year.

As a reminder the pass mark for the basic is from 50%,  a credit is from 75% and a distinction is from 90%.    At RBKA 

we encourage all members to take the BBKA Basic assessment as an excellent foundation for your beekeeping and 

for those that wish , a great springboard to progress onto further modules. 

As a club, RBKA strongly encourages all members to take the basic assessment, please consider joining next year’s 

intake.   

 

Important questionnaire for all beekeepers   

https://secure.fera.defra.gov.uk/beebase/login.cfm?relocate=/secure/beekeeper/hiveCensus.cfm
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https://secure.fera.defra.gov.uk/beebase/login.cfm?relocate=/secure/beekeeper/hiveCensus.cfm


RBKA Henfold Winter team 

Welcome happy

On Saturday 19th November, the Winter Team met up for the last time in 2022 to get the hives ready for winter.  The team 

gave the hives some fondant and wrapped the Nationals in damp proofing  to stop Green Woodpeckers from causing any 
damage to the hives.  During the winter months, if the ground freezes, the woodpeckers can’t get to the ants and so look for 

other food sources   Other tasks included washing and flaming equipment and melting down old frames and wax.  

Thank you everyone who has helped with the hives over a very busy year and keeping the apiary and bee-shed looking so 

tidy.  

 Karen Ford : Henfold Training Apiary manager  

Photo credit : Karen Ford 

  

 

We have 16 beekeepers taking the basic assessment this year.  Following successful mock assessments in June, our 
students will take their actual assessments  on Saturday 9th & 16th July. Big thanks to Bob Maurer for conducting the 

mock examination and to Colin for arranging. And of course a big thanks to all the tutors involved this year.

As a reminder the pass mark for the basic is from 50%,  a credit is from 75% and a distinction is from 90%.    At RBKA 

we encourage all members to take the BBKA Basic assessment as an excellent foundation for your beekeeping and 

for those that wish , a great springboard to progress onto further modules. 

As a club, RBKA strongly encourages all members to take the basic assessment, please consider joining next year’s 

intake.   

 

I  



Let’s smash our 2020 target !!

Welcome happy

For our RBKA 2022 fundraising contribution, we are inviting RBKA Members to donate individually and directly into the 

‘Bees Abroad 2022 Big Christmas Challenge’ between the 29 November and 6 December  to benefit from DOUBLE 

MATCHING.

Bees Abroad focuses on helping train beekeepers and beeswax artisans. This initiative will train and support women 
and people with disabilities to become skilled beekeepers, beeswax artisans & entrepreneurs. Through this sustainable 

beekeeping training model & value-added products training, Bees Abroad goal is to create Beekeepers For Life, 

improving livelihoods across Africa.

 All donations made between 29 Nov and 6 Dec will be doubled by the Match Funding that Bees Abroad has secured; 

and all donations from qualifying tax payers will attract Gift Aid.  

In order for your donation to count towards our RBKA target  you MUST include a reference to “Reigate Beekeepers” 

in a message with your donation. 

Bees Abroad will then be able to let us know the total of donations we make during this year’s campaign.  Let’s see if 
we can smash our 2020 total … and aim for £2500 in donations this year.   

To view the Bees Abroad 2022 Campaign and donate directly, go to > 

‘Thank you for your generosity as always ’  Richard Bradfield - RBKA chair  

  

 

We have 16 beekeepers taking the basic assessment this year.  Following successful mock assessments in June, our 
students will take their actual assessments  on Saturday 9th & 16th July. Big thanks to Bob Maurer for conducting the 

mock examination and to Colin for arranging. And of course a big thanks to all the tutors involved this year.

As a reminder the pass mark for the basic is from 50%,  a credit is from 75% and a distinction is from 90%.    At RBKA 

we encourage all members to take the BBKA Basic assessment as an excellent foundation for your beekeeping and 

for those that wish , a great springboard to progress onto further modules. 

As a club, RBKA strongly encourages all members to take the basic assessment, please consider joining next year’s 

intake.   

 

https://beesabroad.org.uk/biggive/?mc_cid=6a297c2ed6&mc_eid=4252e50225
https://beesabroad.org.uk/biggive/?mc_cid=6a297c2ed6&mc_eid=4252e50225


RBKA vacancies 

Welcome happy

RBKA BeeNews editor from May/June 2023 to take over the post and with the help of some great contributors , produce our 

monthly online newsletter .

Annie Simpkins will take the post temporarily from Jan - May but would need to hand on the role  in time for the June edition . 

RBKA webmaster urgently needed to support Richard Bradfield to  refresh our web presence. Richard would really appreciate 

some help as he is so busy with his chairman role

 If you are interested in either role please contact Richard Bradfield directly 

  

 

We have 16 beekeepers taking the basic assessment this year.  Following successful mock assessments in June, our 
students will take their actual assessments  on Saturday 9th & 16th July. Big thanks to Bob Maurer for conducting the 

mock examination and to Colin for arranging. And of course a big thanks to all the tutors involved this year.

As a reminder the pass mark for the basic is from 50%,  a credit is from 75% and a distinction is from 90%.    At RBKA 

we encourage all members to take the BBKA Basic assessment as an excellent foundation for your beekeeping and 

for those that wish , a great springboard to progress onto further modules. 

As a club, RBKA strongly encourages all members to take the basic assessment, please consider joining next year’s 

intake.   

 

If you feel like getting involved beyond bees with RBKA we have two vacancies  



Pictures of the month  

Welcome happy

September saw much activity on the RBKA crew WhatsApp group - enjoy !

Credit : Sue Scates  

Spotted in garden today and a timely 

reminder to secure my hives

Credit : Hey

Credit : Karen Ford

Wonderful autumn planting at Henfold 

 

 

Credit : Gill Simpson
On a visit to Skipton I found this 
on quite a remote footpath… 

Credit: Peter 

Jones

Adapting the  

hose pipe 

concept from 

Keith. Here is 

Peter Jones’ 

adaptation, 

‘Belt and 

Braces’ for 

predatory 

wasps 

Credit: Adam 

Leitch 

 That would 

suggest 

Parasitic mite 

Syndrome 
(PMS) to me. 

(Adam added 

he would need 

to see the 

frames to be 

more 
definitive)  

Credit : Keith Mackie
A clear crown board demonstrating bees 
covering 7-8 frames and no need for 
ventilation if using an Open Mesh Floor.  



 
Genetic clues to honeybees’ short lifespan
An article spotted by RBKA member, Helen Park in the Times on 16 November 2022 highlighted the  declining 
lifespan of the honeybee. Possible causes of declines in Europe and US cited pesticides, parasitic mites, and a 
shortage of wildflowers. Nothing we hadn’t read before but bringing into focus the median lifespan shift from 34 to 
18 days in a 50 year window. The authors of the study are Scientific Reports and this report was  covered widely 
and can be checked here > 

Petition to HM Government to  require honey labels to reflect all countries of origin of the honey.
The petition is still open with 7670 signatures already collected (10,000 needed to get over the first hurdle - this 
being a response from HM Gov). If you haven’t already, please do consider adding your electronic signature and ask 
friends and family to support.

Details are here >  

A honey bee swarm has as much electric charge as a Thundercloud 
Thanks to Julie Lane for flagging this article demonstrating that bees carry an electric charge to which some pollens 
are electrostatically attracted to the bee. Read more here >  

 

What’s in the news ?

Photo Credit: Gill Simpson 

Clear provenance supporting the aims of 
the petition  NB. Not Gill’s words

How an innovative entrance could help save bees 
Thanks to Gerry for picking this news article up - Raina Jain, a high school student was shocked 

to see a pile of dead bees when visiting an apiary. Upon learning about the Varroa mite and with 

encouragement from her high school teacher she has created an innovative way to support the 

honeybees. Using a 3D printer she has created an entrance coated with a thymol. Sounds like a 

simple but effective way forwards. One which we will no doubt discuss further  >  

https://www.greenmatters.com/news/honey-bees-shorter-lifespan
https://www.greenmatters.com/news/honey-bees-shorter-lifespan
https://www.greenmatters.com/news/honey-bees-shorter-lifespan
https://www.greenmatters.com/news/honey-bees-shorter-lifespan
https://www.greenmatters.com/news/honey-bees-shorter-lifespan
https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/624402/
https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/624402/
https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/624402/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/podcast/episode/a-honeybee-swarm-has-as-much-electric-charge-as-a-thundercloud/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/podcast/episode/a-honeybee-swarm-has-as-much-electric-charge-as-a-thundercloud/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/podcast/episode/a-honeybee-swarm-has-as-much-electric-charge-as-a-thundercloud/
https://edition.cnn.com/2022/11/17/world/raina-jain-hiveguard-honeybees-spc-intl/index.html


Club News

Follow us on Instagram @Reigatebeekeepers

Tag us in your beekeeping photos, or send them through to the 

team to load onto the RBKA Instagram account

Club checklist

Subscribe to the 

website here >

Join the club 

WhatsApp here >

Follow the club 

Facebook here>

Follow the club on 

Instagram here>

Keep busy

Browse previous articles from 

BeeCraft and BBKA News 

catalogued by Mary Wynn here>

Catch up on all previous lectures 

from the National Honey Show on

YouTube here>

Remember to report your hive count on BeeBase 
and if not already a member, sign up. This DEFRA 
site is a useful resource for alerts ( disease in area, 

asian hornet, starvation reports), density of hives 

and an online learning resource. My submission 
showed a density of 288 hives within 10km range 
(Newdigate) 

There were rumours circulating of hive rustling so 
it pays to be vigilant especially if your hives are 
visible from the road. Suggested that thieves may 
use a vacuum to steal the bees so it is not 
immediately apparent that they’ve gone :(

Referring to the tamper evident labels highlighted 
by Gill in her autumnal travels to Skipton om the 
RBKA Crew WhatsApp, there was a suggestion to 
design something similar by and for RBKA 
members to purchase from the club for own use. If 
anyone fancies picking that up, please let the 
committee know. Example from Yorkshire (right) - 

steal with pride  
 

 

 

  

Credit : Gill Simpson

https://rbkbblog.com/
https://rbkbblog.com/?s=whats+app
https://chat.whatsapp.com/4MCpuSMkEJc5CFTWupXSnF
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https://rbkbblog.com/membership/members-forum/
https://www.instagram.com/reigatebeekeepers
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